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Guidant™ delivers the technology needed to
meet your most demanding communication
requirements. Because rapid communication and
containment must be established, your technology
should apply to all tiers of modern police response:
from the initial call for service,
through the investigation, and
even into long term situation
control.
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Using a state-of-the-art
application, Guidant™ allows
both active and passive tools to
enable users to remotely access vital information:
departmental policies and procedures, ordinances,
critical infrastructure mapping of schools, malls, houses
of worship and numerous other informational sources,
thus closing the gap that has long existed between
officers and the information they need to get the job
done.
The instant you receive the call of a missing child,
you are pitted against a relentless enemy. Time. The
situation is never in your favor, and with the weight of
each passing moment, success or failure hangs in the
balance. Sound enforcement strategy is key, but your
effective use of technology and communication
may well be the deciding factor. With roughly 1,800
people reported missing each day throughout the
nation, and recovery hampered by the speed of
information, Guidant™ delivers the technology
needed for your most demanding communications
requirements.

The current legal climate places police officers
and their reactions under a virtual microscope
with the questions constantly being posed:
“Did you do enough? Could you have done
more?” Chiefs and Sheriffs across the country
know that the delay in receiving accurate
information can affect the
officer and public safety and
serves as a direct link to legal
exposure for the officer and the
department. Our solution takes the
uncertainty out of any call for service.
We provide real-time, non-discoverable
information, directly to officer’s fingertips.
What is most paramount is that the
communications are secure.

Guidant™ was created with user simplicity as a must
and allows officers from different agencies to share
information instantaneously. Our user interface and
portal were created so administrators can upload
documents in seconds. Officers can then access that
information in real-time, with one click on their device.
In this new paradigm where quick access to critical
information has become the cornerstone for officer
safety, Guidant™ arms the officer with the
instant ability to utilize information to reduce risk.
In a profession where seconds matter, Guidant™
is the answer.
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“Guidant™ has
removed the barriers
that have long
existed between
officers and
the information
they need to get the job
done. This application empowers
the user to actively send and
receive critical data in real
time, thus avoiding traditional
communication system failures.”

“As a new Sergeant with
20 years of law enforcement
experience, this app is
invaluable.

Chief Robert Weck
Summit Police Department

“Guidant™ is a great tool. We are
a smaller department and usually do
not get an opportunity to acquire
much technology due to budgeting
constraints. However, budgeting
wasn’t any issue because Guidant™
was very affordable. When we broke
it down, the value we were getting
for the money spent was ten fold,
it was a no brainer. My guys
didn’t always have access to the
most critical information but
now they do.”
Sergeant Mike Nash
Ship Bottom Police Department

I can be confident that my
officers are handling calls for
service according to policy without
monitoring every situation. It even helps
me; when I am uncertain in strange
circumstances, I can access the policies
immediately via smartphone.“
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Sergeant Brian Geraghty
West Windsor Police Deparment
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COMPREHENSIVE
DASHBOARD
Guidant™ allows officers
quick access to a robust
system. Whether your
searching for a facility
map, an updated
policy, or an emergent
notification, navigating
the application is simple.
It was built for ease-ofuse access.

DATABASE
REPOSITORY
Policies and procedures
are the foundation of any
law enforcement agency.
Our product will allow
officers to have constant,
and real-time access
directly at their fingertips,
saving time, and making
less mistakes.

CRITICAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
MAPPING
When responding to
emergent calls for
assistance, officers
can tactfully plan for
their next course-ofaction by utilizing the
mapping feature or
share the map with any
aiding police agency
regardless of traditional
interoperability issues.

EMERGENT
NOTIFICATIONS
This allows officers
from different agencies
to share information
instantaneously. When
other agencies assist on
a multi-jurisdictional call
for service, they can view
critical information that is
shared from your agency.
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Policies and Procedures
Critical Infrastructure
Mapping and Floor Plans
Memos
Municipal Ordinances
Criminal Codes
Live-Streaming Video
Image Uploading
Interoperability
(Apple/Android
Customizable Dashboard Portal
Information Sharing
Roll-Based Security
Web-Based Data Application
24/7 Customer Support

Guidant™ is a part of the
Cardinal Point Strategies Enterprise
www.guidantsystems.com
www.cardinalpointstrategies.com

